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ALBINATI AERONAUTICS

CHARTER SERVICES

SWISS EXCELLENCE
FLOWN WITH PASSION
Albinati Aeronautics is a business aviation company
founded in 2001 and based in Geneva, Switzerland with
additional offices in St. Julian’s, Malta and Torino-Caselle,
Italy. Combining dedicated professionalism with a true
passion for flying, we cater to all of your needs with the
utmost confidentiality, absolute safety, and exceptional
quality, and help you substantially reduce your travel time.
Fuelling a desire for excellence, the family office-like
philosophy of Albinati Aeronautics is based on this
dedication, devotion and scrupulous attention to detail
coupled with solid expertise. These values permeate the
entire team. Our top-flight services reflect our overall
approach of cultivating close ties with our customers
and meeting their needs.

CHARTER ON REQUEST
Our Company holds both a Swiss and a Maltese Operator
Certificate and has a comprehensive fleet of over 20 aircraft
under management.
Our Charter Sales, Customer Service and Operations teams
are available around the clock, every day of the year, to organise
and coordinate any of your flights and fulfil any of your logistics
requirements, in direct contact with yourself or your assistants.
Should the aircraft that best suits your needs not be available,
we will find it thanks to our network of highly selected partners.
We will take you as close as possible to your final destination
anywhere in the world. We are :
• a certified CAT II operator ; this allows greater landing
possibilities in adverse weather conditions;
• an approved USA Visa Waiver operator - authorised to carry
non-immigrant visitors without an entry visa for the US;
• a licensed Far Part 129 and Canadian Foreign Air Operator,
thus entitled to perform business jet charter services to
and from those countries;
• certified to land at London City and Saint-Tropez - La Môle
airports.
Reservation of leisure or business trips is simple and fast and you
can rest assured at all times of complete confidentiality, maximum
safety and outstanding quality.

Phone : +41 22 306 1060
or e-mail : ask@albinati.aero

OUR FLEET
OF MANAGED AIRCRAFT
Global 6000
Global XRS
Global Express
Global 5000
Falcon 8X
Falcon 7X
Challenger 604
Citation Latitude
Pilatus PC-24

GLOBAL 6000
The ultra-long range business jet
With the largest cabin in its category, this aircraft can
fly thirteen hours non-stop at a high speed, taking up to
twelve passengers anywhere in the world in an exclusive,
luxurious and comfortable environment.
It is fully equipped for enhanced productivity (satellite-based WiFi), entertainment (Blu-ray/DVD player) and
relaxation.

6 000 NM
11 200 km

Thanks to its short-field performances, the Global 6000
can use restrictive airports with just 1 500 m long runways, hence increasing the number of possible landing
airfields.
As a result, passengers are taken closer to their final destination and their travel time is consistently reduced.

The aft section, separated from the cabin by a sliding
door, can be converted into a comfortable suite of one
double bed and one single bed with direct access to a
private restroom and a closet as well as the baggage
compartment.
The mid section offers two single and one double bed
accommodation.
Fine dining is served on board by our flight attendant.

Passengers

12

Crew

2 pilots
1 flight attendant

Satellite phone
High-speed internet
WiFi - entertainment system
Personalised meal service
Baggage capacity
(standard size suitcase 0.75 x 0.53 x 0.31 m)
compartment accessible in flight

15

Enclosed lavatory

2

Non-smoking aircraft

Cabin layout
Day configuration

Day configuration
Day configuration

Night configuration

Night configuration

Night configuration

Cabin size
W x H x L = 2.50 x 1.90 x 14.74 m

CAT II certified

GLOBAL 6000
The ultra-long range business jet
With the largest cabin in its category, this aircraft can
fly thirteen hours non-stop at a high speed, taking up to
twelve passengers anywhere in the world in an exclusive,
luxurious and comfortable environment.
It is fully equipped for enhanced productivity (satellite-based WiFi), entertainment (Blu-ray/DVD player) and
relaxation.

6 000 NM
11 200 km

Thanks to its short-field performances, the Global 6000
can use restrictive airports with just 1 500 m long runways, hence increasing the number of possible landing
airfields.
As a result, passengers are taken closer to their final destination and their travel time is consistently reduced.

The aft section, separated from the cabin by a sliding
door, can be converted into a comfortable suite of one
double bed and one single bed with direct access to a
private restroom and a closet as well as the baggage
compartment.
The mid section offers two single and one double bed
accommodation.
Fine dining is served on board by our flight attendant.

Passengers

12

Crew

2 pilots
1 flight attendant

Satellite phone
High-speed internet
WiFi - entertainment system
Personalised meal service
Baggage capacity
(standard size suitcase 0.75 x 0.53 x 0.31 m)
compartment accessible in flight

15

Enclosed lavatory

2

Non-smoking aircraft

Cabin layout
Day configuration

Day configuration
Day configuration

Night configuration

Night configuration

Night configuration

Cabin size
W x H x L = 2.50 x 1.90 x 14.74 m

CAT II certified

GLOBAL 6000
The ultra-long range business jet
With the largest cabin in its category, this aircraft can
fly thirteen hours non-stop at a high speed, taking up to
thirteen passengers anywhere in the world in an exclusive, luxurious and comfortable environment.
It is fully equipped for enhanced productivity (satellite-based WiFi), entertainment (Blu-ray/DVD player) and
relaxation.

6 000 NM
11 200 km

Thanks to its short-field performances, the Global 6000
can use restrictive airports with just 1 500 m long runways, hence increasing the number of possible landing
airfields.
As a result, passengers are taken closer to their final destination and their travel time is consistently reduced.

The aft section, separated from the cabin by a sliding
door, can be converted into a comfortable suite of one
double bed and one single bed with direct access to a
private restroom and a closet as well as the baggage
compartment.
The mid section offers two single and one double bed
accommodation.
Fine dining is served on board by our flight attendant.

Passengers

13

Crew

2 pilots
1 flight attendant

Satellite phone
High-speed internet
WiFi - entertainment system
Personalised meal service
Baggage capacity
(standard size suitcase 0.75 x 0.53 x 0.31 m)
compartment accessible in flight

15

Enclosed lavatory

2

Non-smoking aircraft

Cabin layout
Day configuration

Day configuration

Night configuration

Day configuration

Night configuration

Night configuration

Cabin size
W x H x L = 2.50 x 1.90 x 14.74 m

CAT II certified

GLOBAL XRS
The ultra-long range business jet
This time-saver can fly thirteen hours non-stop at a
high speed, taking up to ten passengers anywhere in
the world in an exclusive, luxurious and comfortable
environment.
It is fully equipped for enhanced productivity (satellite-based WiFi), entertainment (Blu-ray/DVD player) and
relaxation.

6 000 NM
11 200 km

Thanks to its short-field performances, the Globa XRS
can use restrictive airports with just 1 500 m long runways, hence increasing the number of possible landing
places.
As a result, passengers are taken closer to their final destination and their travel time is consistently reduced.

The aft section, separated from the cabin by a sliding
door, is designed as a relaxing room equipped with individual beds which can easily be converted into a comfortable king size double bed suite with a direct access
to a private restroom and a closet as well as the baggage
compartment.
The mid section offers two single and one double bed
accommodation.
Fine dining is served on board by our flight attendant.

Passengers

10

Crew

2 pilots
1 flight attendant

Satellite phone
High-speed internet
WiFi - entertainment system
Personalised meal service
3

Baggage capacity
(standard size suitcase 0.75 x 0.53 x 0.31 m)
compartment accessible in flight

13

Enclosed lavatory

2

Non-smoking aircraft

Cabin layout
Day configuration

Night configuration

Cabin size
W x H x L = 2.50 x 1.90 x 14.74 m

CAT II certified

GLOBAL EXPRESS
The ultra-long range business jet

6 000 NM
11 200 km

This time-saver can fly thirteen hours non-stop at high
speed, taking up to fourteen passengers anywhere in
the world in an exclusive, luxurious and comfortable
environment, fully equipped for business (integrated
communication systems), entertainment (Blu-ray/DVD
player) and relaxation.

The aft section, separated from the cabin by a sliding
door, can be converted into a comfortable suite of one
double bed and one single bed with direct access to a
private restroom and a closet as well as the baggage
compartment.
The mid section offers four single beds accommodation.

Thanks to its short-field performances, the Global Express
can use restrictive airports with just 1 500 m long runways and thus brings passengers closest to their final
destination and their travel time is consistently reduced.

Fine dining is served on board by our flight attendant.

Passengers

14

Crew

2 pilots
1 flight attendant

Satellite phone
High-speed internet
WiFi - entertainment system
Personalised meal service
3

Baggage capacity
(standard size suitcase 0.75 x 0.53 x 0.31 m)
compartment accessible in flight

13

Enclosed lavatory

2

Non-smoking aircraft

Cabin layout
Day configuration

Day configuration

Night configuration

Day configuration

Night configuration

Night configuration

Cabin size
W x H x L = 2.50 x 1.90 x 14.74 m

CAT II certified

GLOBAL 5000
The super large business jet
This large cabin aircraft can fly eleven hours non-stop,
taking up to twelve passengers anywhere in the world in
an exclusive, luxurious and comfortable environment.
It is fully equipped for business (integrated communication systems), entertainment (Blu-ray/DVD player) and
relaxation.

5 200 NM
9 630 km

Thanks to its short-field performances, the Global 5000
with extended range can use restrictive airports with just
1 500 m long runways, hence increasing the number of
possible landing airfields.
As a result, passengers are taken closer to their final destination and their travel time is consistently reduced.

The aft section, separated from the cabin by a sliding
door, can be converted into a comfortable king size double bed suite with a direct access to a private restroom
and a closet as well as the baggage compartment.
The mid section offers two single and one double bed
accommodation.
Fine dining is served on board by our flight attendant.

Passengers

12

Crew

2 pilots
1 flight attendant

Satellite phone
High-speed internet
WiFi - entertainment system
Personalised meal service
3

Baggage capacity
(standard size suitcase 0.75 x 0.53 x 0.31 m)
compartment accessible in flight

13

Enclosed lavatory

2

Non-smoking aircraft

Cabin layout
Day configuration

Night configuration

Cabin size
W x H x L = 2.50 x 1.90 x 13.92 m

CAT II certified

FALCON 8X
The ultra-long range business jet
This time-saver can fly thirteen hours non-stop at a high
speed, thus offering more range yet more fuel efficiency
than its predecessor.
The aircraft boasts an integrated airframe and outstanding short-field performances (1 200 m) hence even more
increasing the number of possible landing airfields.
As a result, passengers are taken closer to their final destination and their travel time is consistently reduced.
The aircraft is certified to land at London City airport.
With the longest cabin in the Falcon family, it provides
utmost in-flight comfort to up to twelve passengers.
6 450 NM
11 945 km

It is extremely quiet, below 50 dBA, thanks to its isolators, and it is equipped for business, entertainment and
relaxation with a top-notch cabin management system
featuring Ka-Band satellite WiFi internet connectivity
allowing entire control over the cabin environment.
The aft section, separated from the cabin by a sliding
door, can be converted into a comfortable suite of either
one king-size double bed or two single beds with direct
access to a private restroom and a closet.
The mid section offers one double and two single beds
accommodation.
Fine dining is served on board by our flight attendant.

Passengers

12

Crew

2 pilots
1 flight attendant

Satellite phone
High-speed internet (Ka-Band)
WiFi - entertainment system
Personalised meal service
3

Baggage capacity
(standard size suitcase 0.75 x 0.53 x 0.31 m)
compartment accessible in flight

13

Enclosed lavatory

2

Non-smoking aircraft

Cabin layout
Day configuration

Night configuration

Cabin size
W x H x L = 2.34 x 1.88 x 13 m

CAT II and London City airport certified

CHALLENGER 604
The large business jet
With its range of eight hours non-stop, this competitive large aircraft offers a spacious cabin that perfectly
combines working, dining and relaxing spaces for up to
twelve passengers.
It is fully equipped for business (integrated communication systems), entertainment (Blu-ray/DVD player) and its
wide baggage compartment is accessible in flight.
It performs equally well on short and long-distance trips.

Thanks to its short-field performances, the Challenger 604
can use restrictive airports with just 1 500 m long runways, hence increasing the number of possible landing
airfields.
As a result, passengers are taken closer to their final destination and their travel time is consistently reduced.
The sleeping configuration offers three single and one
double bed accommodation.
Fine dining is served on board by our flight attendant.

4 000 NM
7 400 km

Passengers

12

Crew

2 pilots
1 flight attendant

Satellite phone
Entertainment system
Personalised meal service
3

Baggage capacity
(standard size suitcase 0.75 x 0.53 x 0.31 m)
compartment accessible in flight

8

Enclosed lavatory

1

Non-smoking aircraft

Challenger 604 HB JRQ
Challenger 604 HB JRQ
Cabin layout
Day configuration

Night configuration

Day configuration
Day configuration

Night configuration
Night configuration

Cabin size
W x H x L = 2.50 x 1.85 x 8.66 m

CAT II certified

CITATION LATITUDE
The mid-size business jet
With its range of over five hours non-stop, this mid-size
flat-floor aircraft offers the most spacious and stand-up
cabin in the category as well as a very large baggage
compartment.
The Citation Latitude is equipped with the ultimate
cabin cooling and pressurization technologies to
increase the passengers’ level of comfort.
Its cabin outfit includes satellite-based WiFi and entertainment systems to offer a perfect combination of working and relaxing space for up to eight passengers.
2 700 NM
5 000 km

Thanks to its short-field performances, this aircraft is
particularly versatile and can use restrictive airports with
just 1 100 m long runways, hence substantially increasing
the number of possible landing airfields.
As a result, passengers are taken closer to their final destination and their travel time is consistently reduced.
In addition, it is certified to land at London City and
Saint-Tropez - La Môle airports, a very attractive feature
for business and leisure travellers.
A large refreshment centre is available for hot and cold
drinks as well as cold finger-food.

Passengers

8

Crew

2 pilots
1 flight attendant

Satellite phone
Internet and iPad’s Pro with Bose noise
cancelling headset
Light meal service
3

Baggage capacity
(standard size suitcase 0.75 x 0.53 x 0.31 m)
compartment accessible in flight

7

Enclosed lavatory

1

Non-smoking aircraft

Cabin layout
Day configuration

Cabin size
W x H x L = 1.96 x 1.83 x 8.38 m
Certification
Saint-Tropez - La Môle and London City airports

PILATUS PC-24
A class of its own
Often described as a Swiss knife, the PC-24 is a musthave in aviation.
The technical capabilities and high versatility of this aircraft have made its reputation as it perfectly combines
the comfort and space of a mid-size cabin with exceptional short-field performances.
As a result, passengers are flown closer to their final destination hence their travel time is substantially reduced.

2 000 NM
3 700 km

In addition, it is certified to land at Saanen/Gstaad,
London City, Saint-Tropez - La Môle and Lugano airports,
destinations that are particularly appreciated by our
customers.

Capable of accommodating up to eight passengers,
every component of our PC-24 is chosen to enhance
their experience. The flat-floor cabin is made of soft
leathers and rare hardwood cabinetry full of exquisite
details that create a bespoke and comfortable interior.
The baggage compartment is accessible in flight and
can store up to eight golf bags.
No owner’s approval is required.

Passengers

8

Crew

2 pilots

Satellite phone
Light meal service
Baggage capacity
(standard size suitcase 0.75 x 0.53 x 0.31 m)
compartment accessible in flight

8

Forward lavatory with sliding door

1

Non-smoking aircraft

Cabin layout
Day configuration

Cabin size
W x H x L = 1.69 x 1.55 x 7.01 m
Certification
Saanen/Gstaad, London City, Saint-Tropez - La Môle and
Lugano airports

TEAM SPIRIT
Ours is a 130-strong team made of people capable of working
under pressure with calm efficiency and responsiveness, with
meticulous attention to detail and focus on absolute safety.
We are accustomed to dealing with customers used to the highest
standards of comfort and safety. The team works around the clock
and our services are available without interruption every day of the
year.
• Our pilots are highly skilled experts in their field. Recruited
from the elite of military and commercial aviation and trained
according to the company’s stringent flight control procedures
and civil aviation regulations, they are able to fly under the most
challenging conditions.
• Our flight attendants have proven their integrity time and time
again. They are the very essence of discretion and they fully
dedicate themselves to your on-board comfort and safety.
• Our in-house CAMO team (Continuing Airworthiness
Management Organisation) is composed of highly qualified
engineers who relentlessly work at ensuring that maintenance
on our fleet is performed in full compliance with manufacturers’
requirements only by manufacturer-approved service centers,
and that applicable safety regulations are always met.
• Our in-house Flight Operations Service is a dedicated
and proactive team of highly skilled dispatchers who work
at planning and preparing our customers’ flights. Their vast
worldwide experience combined with our ultra-long range
fleet and intercontinental activities enable us to fly you in any
remote area of the world and as close as possible to your final
destination.
• Our Customer Service team is made of people trained in
hospitality professions, who have an excellent understanding of
the business aviation domain. They work at fulfilling all of your
logistics requirements as well as ensuring your utter comfort
throughout the journey.

GENERAL INFORMATION
Addresses and contacts
SWITZERLAND
Head Office
Albinati Aeronautics SA
Chemin de Riantbosson 10
1217 Meyrin
Switzerland
T +41 22 306 1060
F +41 22 306 1066

MALTA
Albinati Aviation Ltd
Aragon House Business Centre
Dragonara Road
St. Julian’s STJ 3140
Malta
T +356 25 795 156
F +356 25 795 157

ITALY
Albinati Aviation Sede Secondaria
Aeroporto di Torino
Strada San Maurizio 12
10072 Caselle Torinese
Italy
T +39 011 883 166
F +39 011 839 5865

E-mail
info@albinati.aero

Website
www.albinati.aero

Mailing address
P.O. Box 44
1215 Geneva 15 Airport

Flight enquiry
ask@albinati.aero

Certifications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Swiss AOC N° 1036
Maltese AOC N° MT-27
IS-BAO member
EBAA member
CAMO : EASA Part M, Subpart G and Subpart I
Certified CAT II operator
USA FAR 129
USA Visa Waiver program
Canadian Foreign Air Operator Certificate
Approved by Department of Civil Aviation,
Government of Bermuda, OTAR Part 125
Bermuda CAMO : OTAR Part 39, Subpart E
Certified London City and Saint-Tropez - La Môle airports
UK pet approved carrier
Insurer : LVF AG, Zurich, Switzerland
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